
From: Goodwin Roy Contr 500 CBSSIGBLB <Roy.Goodwin@HILL.af.mil> 
To: <jlogan@utah.gov>, <rlwilson@utah.gov> 
Date: 3/28/2007 1 1 :28:58 AM 
Subject: gas Rate increase to pay off rural communities obligations 

Mr Logan, Ms Wilson, 

I would like to register my opposition to the proposed gas rate increase 
to pay off rural communities obligations. 

IF there is some reasonable argument to be made as to why the residents 
of Beaver, Millard, Iron, Washington & Emery counties, havirlg previously 
agreed to pay the surcharge that reimburses Questar for the cost of 
extending gas pipelines and service to them, should now transfer that agreed 
upon burden to me, without my consent. I'd like to hear it. 

I have some alternatives: 
1 - have the residents of Beaver, Millard, Iron, Washington & Emery 

counties continue to live up to their end of the agreement. Questar 
extended the gas pipelines and services. Those residents who benefited from 
this, got the chance to make payments over time. They get the benefits, 
they agreed to pay, they should continue to pay. 

2 - make it optional for other Questar customers to pay some 
variable amount & then bill the the residents of Beaver, Millard, Iron, 
Washington & Emery counties for the remainder. 

3 - have that surcharge certified as a charitable contribution by 
the IRS so that I can at least deduct it from my taxes, - 
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4 - have that surcharge treated as a tax credit on my Utah income I .. 

tax. 

Roy Goodwin (CSC) 

500 CBSSIGBLB - GTACS System Support Office 
6021 Gum Lane, Bldg 1228 
Hill AFB, UT 84056-5826 

Voice: (801) 586-2143 or DSN 586-2143 
Fax: (801 ) 586-2149 or DSN 586-21 49 

Opinions stated are obviously mine alone as no one else would claim them 
....................................................................... 

"We seem to be faced with an insurmountable opportunity" 

Pogo 
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